
D
inner is served in cellblock 18, and
one can’t help but approach it with
trepidation. It’s finger food - not even

sporks allowed - sitting unadorned on a
piece of brown paper. The stuff of legend
and lawsuits. “I would equate it to the zuc-
chini bread my mom used to make, except
for the surprise pineapple pieces,” said
Delaware corrections commissioner Robert
Coupe. Prisoner No. 256265 has a simpler
description. “Basically, it’s baked slop,” Kevin
Dickens said as he picked at a hunk of
nutraloaf during a recent prison interview.

Dickens is no stranger to the concoction
also known as an alternative meal plan. He’s
been on a loaf diet for longer than any other
Delaware inmate - five straight weeks. Prisons
and jails in other states also have served “the
loaf” to unruly inmates, typically for misbe-
havior involving food or bodily waste, but its
use is on the decline following years of law-
suits around the country, some equating it to
cruel and unusual punishment.

Prison officials maintain that the loaf is
not meant as punishment. They consider it a
behavioral management tool, used in
response to disruptive conduct that threat-
ens the safety of prison operations.
Nevertheless, the New York Department of
Corrections agreed to eliminate its “special
management meal” in 2015 as part of a set-
tlement of a broader ACLU lawsuit over
prison conditions. Pennsylvania replaced the
loaf with bagged meals in October, and
Maryland prison chief Stephen Moyer last
month rescinded a directive allowing its use
following a query by AP.

“The secretary was unaware of the direc-
tive ... and just believes there are other disci-
plinary options,” said Maryland DOC
spokesman Gerard Shields, adding that the
loaf had been used only sparingly. Virginia
prison officials still use what they call “diet
loaf,” but a corrections spokesman said they

do not track its use and declined to provide a
copy of related policy guidelines. According
to American Correctional Association stan-
dards, alternative meal service should be based
only on health or safety considerations, meet
basic nutritional requirements, and be used for
no more than seven days, absent administra-
tive review and approval of a health care practi-
tioner. It’s unclear how many prisons and jails still
use the loaf, but Prison Legal News, a project of the
nonprofit Human Rights Defense Center, reported
last year that at least a dozen state prison systems
still have it. “It is my understanding that any use of
nutraloaf by prisons and jails around the country is
pretty limited,” Jon Nichols, executive director of the
Association ofCorrectional Food Service Affiliates, said
in an email. Delaware, however, is sticking with its
alternative diet. Coupe said it was served to 30
inmates in 2015 and to 17 last year. A first
occurrence of misbehavior involving food or
bodily waste is subject to a nutraloaf diet for
three consecutive days. A subsequent occur-
rence can result in seven more days. Coupe said
a decision to order a loaf diet requires a medical
review and approval by the warden.

‘Constructively starved’
Meanwhile, state officials are asking a

federal judge to dismiss a lawsuit filed by
Dickens over his treatment in prison, includ-
ing a claim that he was “constructively
starved” when placed on a nutraloaf diet for
five consecutive weeks in 2009. “It started to
affect my health. I lost like 60 pounds,” said
Dickens, who says he suffered from frequent
blackouts and low blood pressure.

Prison officials maintain that they did not
violate Dickens’ rights and that the loaf pro-
vides the daily nutrients a prisoner needs. That
doesn’t mean it has to taste good. During the
AP’s visit with Dickens, prison officials served a
loaf for a taste test. “They always bring out the
best for the company,” joked Dickens, saying
the loaf was moist and well-cooked, with a
better consistency than usual. This reporter
found the “best” to be a bland, brownish,
earthy, suet-like concoction, occupying a culi-
nary space somewhere between a loaf and a
casserole. A crumbly, zucchini bread-type
mashup gone awry. Not as awful as feared, but
sorely wanting some spicing or saucing up.

During a follow-up prison visit, the AP got
a chance to taste another loaf, which had
more of an orange tint, perhaps because of
more cheese sauce or carrots, even though
kitchen workers follow a strict recipe. This
version was far tastier than the first, with
prison staffers agreeing it was roughly com-

parable to lasagna. “It’s all right. It will fill you
up,” inmate Antoine Money said after his first
taste of nutraloaf. Money, who works as a
diet cook in the prison kitchen, has pre-
pared nutraloaf several times for other pris-
oners but, unlike Dickens, had never tasted it
previously. “I think Mr Dickens was keeping
the AMP in business for a while,” food service
director Chris Senato said jokingly. Dickens,
who was sentenced to four years behind bars
in 2002 for assault, has been convicted 18
times since then for assault in a detention
facility, often involving flinging bodily waste.

Without those additional 18 charges, he
would have been released in 2006 but is now
looking at a release date of 2051.

Dickens says he’s not a troublemaker and
that guards frequently bait him and taunt him.
“Rules go both ways. Your authority ends where
abuse begins,” said Dickens, who has devel-
oped a strategy for confronting the loaf: He first
goes for the pineapple chunks, then picks
around the corners and edges for whatever else
he can stomach. “It’s not something you swal-
low easily,” he said. “After you take two or three
bites, you want to gargle and barf.”  — AP 
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Focus

Freed girls learn 
Hindi to retrace 

trafficking routes

B
abli has a copy of a month-old Hindi newspaper
under her pillow that she regularly pulls out to
read about the Bangladeshi Prime Minister

Sheikh Hasina’s postponed visit to India - her finger run-
ning across the words, connecting her to her home-
land. Trafficked from Bangladesh and sold into a brothel
in Mumbai, Babli started learning Hindi last year at a
shelter in Kandivali, a northern Mumbai suburb, where
she was put up after being rescued.

She can now read, write and speak the language flu-
ently thanks to Hindi classes that help girls identify
their trafficking routes and record more accurate testi-
mony. An inadvertent outcome of these lessons at the
Rescue Foundation shelter is that a handful of the girls
have also bagged places in regular schools this year. “I
was brought to Kolkata from Bangladesh, but I couldn’t
read the names of train stations that I crossed on my
way to Mumbai,” Babli told the Thomson Reuters
Foundation. “I realized I was in Mumbai from snatches
of conversations of people around me days after I
reached the city.”

Babli’s mother tongue is Bengali, like thousands of
girls trafficked to Mumbai every year from Bangladesh
and the eastern Indian state of West Bengal - two cul-
turally similar regions separated by a porous border.
More than 80 percent girls sold for commercial sexual
exploitation in India in 2014 were from West Bengal,
according to government data. Illiteracy is a major
obstacle to anti-trafficking efforts with most trafficked
girls having never been to school or forced to drop out
early, campaigners say.

“During the investigation, the girls were never able
to recall places they crossed before they reached
Mumbai,” said Triveni Acharya of Rescue Foundation.
“Now we use a map in Hindi, show them the border
area and ask them to identify states or districts they
may have crossed.” A study by the Dasra  NGO marked
the northern Hindi-speaking towns of Varanasi and
Gorakhpur as hubs in the trafficking routes towards
Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata and Chennai.

Activists say identifying routes is important to step
up police vigilance in these areas but also to protect the
girls who go back home after a court case, and are once
again exposed to trafficking risks. Girls stay at the shel-
ter until their matter is settled in court, which can take
several years. Some go back home after they turn 18,
while others choose to stay on to pursue a career.

Key Witnesses
Between 500 and 28,000 girls are trafficked from

Nepal and Bangladesh into India annually, according to
the estimates of various non-profit groups. “People liv-
ing on the border of West Bengal and Bangladesh share
the same culture, celebrate the same festivals and
speak the same language - Bengali,” said Vivian Isaac of
My Choices Foundation, who has mapped India’s traf-
ficking patterns.

Acharya of Rescue Foundation hit the language bar-
rier a decade ago and hired Bengali translators to
understand what the rescued girls were saying. “Up to
2005, most girls trafficked to Mumbai were from Nepal.
But after that, [they were] largely from Bangladesh,
West Bengal and also the northeastern state of Assam,”
Acharya said. While Bengali translators helped, nuances
that could enable an effective investigation were lost.
And that’s when Hindi lessons started at this shelter
about a decade ago.

“The girls started understanding questions posed at
them in courts,” said Harish Bhandari, a lawyer who
fights trafficking cases in lower and district courts,
where although English and Marathi are used, judges
switch to Hindi to enable communication. “These girls
are key witnesses in trafficking cases and it is important
for them to understand the court procedure and the
real intent of questions they are asked.” In two cases,
girls revised their statements once the charge sheets
were prepared, adding more information once they
were able to express themselves better, Acharya said.

Back to School
What started as informal classes at the shelter is now

an organized activity. Every morning, girls assemble for
Hindi, English and Mathematics lessons given by
trained teachers. This year, some girls have got into reg-
ular schools and 10 of the nearly 80 girls aged between
15 and 17 living here will sit the high school exam in
March. The Hindi lessons have even helped Hindi-
speaking girls like Pari, a teenager who grew up in
Mumbai and is now at the shelter. She said she couldn’t
read the official papers she put her thumbprint on. “We
should know what we are signing,” she said. — Reuters

‘Baked slop’: Delaware sticks to prison loaf

A
shley C Ford felt driven to act by a
sad fact of life in the nation’s school
cafeterias: Kids with unpaid lunch

accounts are often embarrassed with a
substitute meal of a cold cheese sandwich
and a carton of milk. Ford, a New York City
writer, appealed to her 66,000 Twitter fol-
lowers with a solution. “A cool thing you
can do today is try to find out
which of your local schools
have kids with overdue lunch
accounts and pay them off.”

In the nearly two months
since, people around the coun-
try have been inspired to
donate thousands of dollars to
erase debts owed by parents
that can follow kids through-
out their school careers. In
Minnesota, an online fundraising
effort has paid almost $100,000 in lunch
debt in Minneapolis schools and $28,000
in St Paul’s. Donors, mostly anonymous,
erased $6,000 in debts in Topeka, Kansas,
$2,000 in Bellevue, Washington, $1,200 in
Wilmington, Delaware, and $900 in
Herminie, Pennsylvania.

“It really hit home for me,” said Kristina
Arwood, of Evansville, Indiana, who
launched a campaign that raised $20,000
to pay lunch debts in her region. “I grew
up on free and reduced-price lunches,
but even that 40 cents was hard to get
together with four kids. There were times
I wouldn’t eat because I didn’t have mon-
ey and didn’t want to be labeled as the
poor kid.” Jill Draper, a yarn maker in the

Hudson Valley town of Kingston, New
York, said she was inspired by Ford’s
tweet to collect money toward the $6,000
in debts owed by 600 students in her
city’s schools. “It seemed like a really easy
way to make a positive difference locally,”
said Draper, who has no children. “It’s
amazing how one tweet became this

crazy movement.”
Draper said the effort drew

some criticism from people who
said some of the money is owed
by parents who can afford the
$2.50 for lunch but let their
accounts run into the red. “But the
response has been mostly posi-
tive, with really sweet notes from
people who donate,” she said.
Children from the poorest fami-
lies get free or reduced-price

breakfast and lunch. But some struggle to
pay even reduced prices, and some fami-
lies who would qualify for free or reduced
prices fail to fill out the necessary paper-
work. Some of the IOUs come from kids
who simply forget their lunch money or
parents who can afford to pay but neglect
to keep prepaid accounts up to date.

Most school districts allow children to
run a tab for a certain number of meals if
they come up short. Others give them an
alternate meal of a cheese or peanut butter
sandwich and fruit. If parents ignore school
notices about their child’s overdrawn lunch
account, the debt may be sent to a collec-
tion agency. Ultimately, taxpayers may
have to cover it. — AP

Donors pay to erase 
student lunch debts

A
counter-propaganda program aimed at thwarting
Islamic State recruiting over social media is plagued
by incompetence, cronyism and skewed data, an AP

investigation has found. Known as “WebOps”, the program
was launched several years ago by a small group of civilian
contractors and military officers assigned to the information
operations division at US Central Command’s headquarters
in Tampa.

But internal documents and interviews with more than a
dozen people knowledgeable about WebOps suggest a pro-
gram that appears aimed more at enriching contractors than
thwarting terrorism. The people interviewed by AP request-
ed anonymity because they are prohibited from speaking
publicly about WebOps due to the sensitive nature of the
work and they fear professional repercussions. WebOps
relies on dozens of Arabic-speaking analysts who scour
Twitter and other social media platforms for people whose
postings suggest they are vulnerable to the Islamic State’s
siren call. Using fictitious identities, the civilian analysts then
reach out to these potential recruits and urge them not to
join the extremists.

But current and former WebOps employees cite examples
of analysts who had scant experience in counter-propagan-
da, couldn’t speak Arabic fluently and had so little under-
standing of Islam that they were no match for the Islamic
State’s online recruiters. The program ran into problems at
times when the online targets noticed the lack of linguistic
skills, the employees said.

‘Palestinian salad’
“One of the things about jihadis: they are very good in

Arabic,” said an Arabic specialist who previously worked on
WebOps. It’s hard to establish rapport with a potential terror
recruit when - as one former worker told the AP - translators
repeatedly mix up the Arabic words for “salad” and “authority”.
That’s led to open ridicule on social media about references to
the “Palestinian salad”.

Four current or former workers told the AP that they had
witnessed WebOps data being manipulated to create the
appearance of success and that many other employees were
aware of the problem. Yet the companies carrying out the pro-
gram for Central Command have dodged attempts to imple-
ment independent oversight and assessment of the data. The
information operations division that runs WebOps is the com-
mand’s epicenter for firing back at the Islamic State’s online
propaganda machine, using the Internet to sway public opin-
ion in a swath of the globe that stretches from Central Asia to
the Horn of Africa.

Early last year, the government opened the bidding on a
new counter-propaganda contract - separate from WebOps -
that is worth as much as $500 million. Months after the AP
started reporting about the bidding process, the Naval
Criminal Investigative Service told AP it had begun an investi-
gation. NCIS spokesman Ed Buice said the service is investigat-
ing a whistleblower’s “allegations of corruption” stemming
from how the contract was awarded.

The WebOps program is run by the Alabama-based Colsa
Corporation, which uses specialized software that mines
social media accounts. Colsa referred questions about the
program to Central  Command. Central  Command
spokesman Andy Stephens declined repeated requests for
information about WebOps and the new contract, and did

not respond to detailed questions the AP sent on Jan 10.

Conflicts of Interest
The whistleblower’s complaint alleges multiple conflicts of

interest that included division officers being treated to lavish
dinners paid for by a contractor. The complaint also alleges
routine drinking at the office where classified work is conduct-
ed. The drinking was confirmed by multiple contractors, who
spoke to AP and described a frat house atmosphere where
happy hour started at 3 pm.

One of the most damning accusations leveled by the
whistleblower is against Army Col Victor Garcia, who led the
information operations division until July 2016, when his tour
at Central Command ended and he moved into a new military
assignment. The whistleblower alleges that Garcia used his
influence to steer the contract to a team of vendors that
included a close friend’s firm. The AP obtained a screengrab
from a Facebook page that shows Garcia and the friend at a
tiki bar in Key Largo two weeks before the winning team was
officially announced. The photo was also turned over to NCIS
investigators by the whistleblower, who contended the photo
created a “clear impression and perception of impropriety.”

Garcia, a West Point graduate and decorated officer, denied
any wrongdoing, describing the complaint as “character assassi-
nation”. Garcia, who moved to his new post two months before
the contract was awarded, said he scrupulously avoided any dis-
cussions about the contract with his friend and his former deputy,
who served on the five-member panel that reviewed all of the
bids. “Because I was aware of these conflicts of interest, I intention-
ally kept myself out of that process, with any of these contract
processes,” Garcia said. — AP 

US flailing in online fight against IS

Ashley C Ford

A partially eaten chunk of nutraloaf sits
in front of inmate Kevin Dickens. — AP 


